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and instead of making things complicated, auto-tune 7 is very intuitive for beginners to use. the software works by drawing a line on a spectrum,
and bringing it in to where it sounds best to human ear. the lines come in steps of one cent, and you can adjust them to get a better sound. there
are two approaches to using auto-tune: the first is to set the instrument to classic, normal, or any of the others, and press the play button. auto-
tune then automates the process of spotting the notes, reading the scales, and recording the pitch. the second approach is to leave the instrument
in one of the most common questions jason gets, concerns the tutorials. he admits that the tutorials were not always perfect, and explains that the
auto-tune system changes a lot from version to version. the tutorials therefore need to be written for each particular version. being able to change
the instrument mode in mid-performance was a major breakthrough for dasent, says jason. i could just turn the instrument off, and then press the
play button. or i could play in auto-tune classic mode, and then switch to any of the other modes. one of the major breakthroughs in the history of
auto-tune, says jason, was key tool. it enabled users to accurately record the notes from a keyboard, and effectively produce accurate recordings.
before the introduction of key tool, users could only place their fingers on the keyboard, and hope to the nearest quarter tone, or even fifth. more
recently, auto-tune 8 also introduced finger tool. while it added some helpful features, most users were frustrated by the limited keyboard actions
available. although the designers of auto-tune have tried their best to create usable keyboard shortcuts, and use a consistent interface, the
shortcuts are sometimes a long time coming. as an example, there is a keyboard shortcut for selecting the key tool. however, the keyboard
shortcut for selecting the key tool was not available when the original release of auto-tune 8 was made. my wife created a keyboard shortcut in
microsoft keyboard customization tool, and that made all the difference. we love that tool and use it all the time.
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auto-tune is an important and often-overlooked part of a recording studio. it can make a small difference in the success or failure of a track, as will
the mic and speaker placement, room acoustic treatment and eq. unpredictable room response can dramatically affect a singer or instrumentalists
performance. too often, producers know a simple ear adjustment can fix it, but thats not always possible. which is where auto-tune can help. if an

instrument or singer doesnt sound right, auto-tune can fine-tune an audio track without requiring the fine manual adjustments musicians and
singers use to create a mix. in the hands of a professional engineer, auto-tune can provide the best mix possible, making those big decisions for
you. in fact, auto-tune is so successful that theres a real science to how it works. when youre using auto-tune, youre using the same mechanisms

used by an animal to its ear in order to find the sweet spot where sound is heard best. learn to tune in, and youll be able to use auto-tune as a
personal phone system for your voice to play and sing out to friends and family. its true that auto-tune 7 doesnt come with many preset

configurations and equalizer settings. but that doesnt mean that youll spend hours in front of your computer just figuring out the best settings for
you to use the software in the best way. in reality, theres no need to. after you learn how the software works, youll be able to make a few different

configurations, which includes an auto and a comfort mode. you can also play with the controls to see what each does. auto-tune 7 also has
advanced parametric eq settings that make tuning music an exciting task. sliders are set just as easily as for a keyboard, letting you level, pan, and
adjust individual instruments or vocals. you can easily adjust the level of the vocal to compensate for atmospheric compression. the equalizer has a

normal, peaking, parametric, and a variety of other settings, all made extremely easy to adjust. 5ec8ef588b
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